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“DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS.....
TO THE HAVEN WHERE THEY WOULD BE”
(No. 11 and last)
To Boldre, England from Melbourne, Australia by Freighter
ONGOING DIARY COLUMN

Andrew Neaum

Walking up the port side to towards the bow

Friday 2 August 2013 6.40am
I have not yet been up to the Bridge and so cannot report on our position, but
the sea is very reasonable, the rocking motion noticeable but not disturbing. The sky
is more cloudy than clear but bright nonetheless. We are due in Antwerp on the
evening of the fifth of August and yesterday with the help of Roland we used the
Captain’s email address to send a message to Ray Walker in Brussels suggesting the
sixth as the day best suited for taking us to Calais, if that is convenient to him. If not
there is no serious problem, there will be time enough on that day to organise things
ourselves. It seems that you are required to take a taxi to from the ship to the security
gate. We could use that to take us to the train station and be on our way anyway.
Otherwise a uneventful day. I did some work on this my travelogue, there was
another fire drill and we watched another New York episode, all to do with the
building of the Empire State Building with wonderful shots of fellows working on
girders in the sky with no apparent safety gear. In the evening after a meal of meatballs
which on this ship are good we had ice cream in honour of Switzerland Independence
Day, on Roland’s insistence. Diana went into the galley to ensure that the ice cream
on each plate came in the red and white (pink actually) of Switzerland’s flag colours,

the white ice cream a cross on the pink. In the evening we had a look at four films
downloaded by Piotr on the Bahia for us, three of them on a dancing theme we rejected
and then likewise another called Centurion, so blood-thirsty and cliche ridden we
couldn’t bear it. Instead we resorted to the first two episodes of the BBC’s Pride and
Prejudice, downloaded from Patty. A great relief and solace after the other stuff.
Patty scurries around taking notes and photos with great enthusiasm and will
have more than enough material for a number of articles I would have thought. She put
on some rouge before the fire drill and then forgot to smooth it in and so had bright red
cheeks somewhat arbitrary of place and shape. She was horrified when she found out
afterwards and wants all photos taken retaken. Very funny.
Saturday 3 August 2013
9.45am
The dawn today was sunny through the cabin window when I awoke, the sea
tranquil but with a much more noticeable swell than last night, this is because it is
hitting our port side full beam, not because it is any higher than usual. Since then I
have eaten a couple of perfectly boiled eggs instead of the Hawaiian toast waved
before my jaundiced nose. We have said mattins and been to the bridge where we were
thrilled to observe for half an hour at least a widely scattered but large pod of whales.
They blew great spouts into the air and through the binoculars revealed their backs and
once or twice a fin. They were a lovely sight, the blown mist hanging in the air for
twenty seconds or more, enabling binoculars to locate them easily. Ahead of us to start
with they ended up behind, never really close, but not all that far either. Two fishing
boats were at work as well. Out latitude is 48.22 north, our longitude 10.53 west. It
will not be long before we will be south of Ireland, though probably not of Cornwall
until tonight. Our speed remains at 13 knots.

Benjie our resourceful and amiable Steward

We had the worst meal of the whole trip last night. It was billed as Chilli con
Carne and came without rice, a plate full of brown beans in an unpleasant smelling
sludge, a part of which were suspicious looking pale granules of what might or might
not be meat. It was garnished with corn flakes. The nasty smell was due in part to a
sprinkling of mozarella cheese which always stinks of old feet, but to the taste the
whole concoction was worse than that, hideously salty with an under taste of old fish.
I gave it the honour of two exploratory, tentative nibbles and gave up.

Diana and Patty were taken to look over the pantries and freezers yesterday,
and their contents were not bountiful, the vegetables and fruit were tired and running
down. There is only $7.50 per day allocated for each person on board, and it would
take a trained and imaginative chef to do well on that sort of budget week in and week
out. No matter how much the cook tries, after a few weeks of galley food we find that
we became faintly jaundiced about whatever was presented to us, more choosey, less
appreciative.
We have the most delightful steward in Benjie, Patty never ever really eats
anything of what is set before her. She merely photographs it and then back it goes at
the meal’s end. She eats only salad, soft boiled eggs and in her cabin protein bars and
tins of tuna she has brought with her. I didn’t want to insult Benjie and the cook by
sending back yet another uneaten meal so I cast about for a plastic bag to enable me
to secrete on my person the nasty stuff to dispose of later in a charitable subterfuge .
No bags were available, so Diana went out to see if there is a toilet on the galley deck.
There is and so when the coast was clear I took all of my meal and most of hers on one
plate out to the toilet, and flushed it away, getting back without being spotted. Roland
when he came could hardly face the meal and we noticed with some amusement after
the Captain had left that he had abandoned the meal having picked at it ineffectively.
We were called from the meal to see a beautiful rainbow and then made a late
trip to the bow where it was cool but with little wind. A little later I had a whisky with
Roland on deck, which confirmed for me what a likeable and decent fellow he is. No
startling revelations, but he told me about his family and background. We even
wandered a little into religious waters and enjoyed ourselves.
Sunday 4 August 2013 6.52 (Antwerp time)
I have just watched the sun rise perceptibly, a great orange balloon staring us
down face to face along a calm English Channel. We are about longitude 3 west and
49.50 north. There are plenty of small fishing boats about necessitating slight changes
in course and there are a couple of bigger ships visible. It is unlikely we shall see land
in daylight today, because when we pass the narrow part of the channel it will be dark.
There is an important consolation. As we pass Dover I might well be able to say to
Diana:
The sea is calm tonight.
The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon the straits; - on the French coast the light
Gleams and is gone; the cliffs of England stand,
Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay.
Come to the window, sweet is the night-air!........
This is the second time I have passed up the English Channel by ship. Back from
Tristan in 1956, and now back from Australia in 2013. We returned to Avonmouth
from St Helena in 1985 and so did not come this way. It is good to be here once more.
Yesterday was a peaceful Saturday, I had a whisky with Roland sitting on the
Pilot Deck in the late evening’s sun in hardly any wind and shirtsleeves. The cabin in
fact is far too hot, yesterday about 25 which is too much and it is 24 now. We watched
last night the last of the Pride and Prejudice episodes. In the past couple of months I
have watched more films than in the last thirty years.
For lunch we had two little whole grilled fish about the size of the tiny trevally
the children used to catch off the pier at Port Fairy. They called them “pomfrets” on

the menu and simply for being grilled not fried and identifiable as fish they were
appreciated, though the amount of flesh on them was very little. We watched the
penultimate New York film too, they are long episodes but very well conceived and
put together. This one was about the demolition of beautiful Penn Station and the
rebellion inspired by this against the modernist, anti-urban ideology of folk like
Corbusier.
Later: 2.25pm
We are now passing the Isle of Wight and so too our new home on its far side,
about longitude 1.30 west. Land can be seen though it is thirty miles away and we are
closer to the French coast which has been more clearly seen for a while. The day is
perfect, the see rippled but calm. There are Sunday yachts about and great ships
travelling both with us and against us. We have been a walk up to the bow and spent
a great deal of time watching the coastlines and enjoying the sun on a warm calm day.
Monday 5 August 2013 6.09am
Dawn breaks over the Scheldte as we forge up it. Holland is to the right and
left, Antwerp right at the apex of this long estuary, just inside Belgium. I have been up
to the bridge, but with a pilot directing operations I kept away from the centre of
activity and simply enjoyed the scene. We pass some Dutch city or other on the port
side with lots of those great, white, lazy modern windmills around and behind it,
subsidised into existence against all financial common sense. Yesterday was a
glorious day, sunny and warm, the English Channel breeze ruffled but with no swell.
Both the French and English coasts revealed themselves earlier than anticipated, so
clear was the atmosphere, the English coast more distant because the rule of the sea
appears to be that we travel on the right hand side of waters. We spotted the Isle of
Wight though, and so were able to wave to the “haven where we would be” easily
imagined beyond it. In such lovely weather, sunny but not hot, we spent a fair bit of
time outside and on the bridge observing the many ships and Sunday sailing boats.
Another rule of the sea appears to be giving way to the right and so we changed course
once so as not to pass too close to a yacht approaching us from the right, though it
would have been far easier for so small a vessel under motor to give way rather than
us.
We eventually came down to watch the an additional episode of the New York
Experience series, added to accommodate The Twin Towers experience. It
concentrated on the amazing tight rope walk between the two towers performed
illegally but gloriously after pretty well a year of covert preparations, and then on the
appalling 9/11 business. Both were heart stopping in their so totally different ways.
One observer neatly contrasted the hatred of human beings ready to sacrifice their own
lives in order to kill as many unknown folk as possible in anger and hatred with the
love of firemen, so many of whom died, ready to sacrifice their own lives in order to
go into an inferno to save as many unknown folk as possible in love and devotion to
duty.
I had a whisky on the Pilot Deck with Roland after a dinner of pizza and ice
cream, and then we spent ages on the bridge, coming down about 10.00pm only to
return at around midnight as we passed Folkestone, Diana’s birth place and Dover, the
Captain smoking as he guided us through and round many ships and boats. We were
able to pick some of the geography of Folkstone with the help of its lights and Diana’s
intimate knowledge of the town where she was born and much later lived for some
years. We eventually turned in at a quarter to one.

Wednesday 7 August 2013 6.30am
I sit outside on a cool, crisp but likely to be warm day at the house of Llew and
Martha Gittens in north London. We had a smooth and easy trip from Antwerp. At
about ten in the morning we got the crew, under the guidance of Benjie our most
amiable Steward, to take our stuff down to the deck and then on to the wharf. As it
was spotting with rain they then brought it across to the security cabin where we
deposited it and remained ourselves until Ray arrived soon afterwards. He is a friend
of Diana’s from their university days, a sharp, lively and kindly fellow, good company.
I sat in the back as we set off and when at last we rid ourselves of the huge and
sprawling docklands we enjoyed pleasant and very lush countryside, notable for acres
and acres of beautiful looking maize. The houses and villages seemed pleasing enough
though distinctive and notable more for the steepness of roofs than much else.
Ray had decided to treat us to a look at Bruges on our way, the most beautiful
of cities. We had had an afternoon in Antwerp the day before with Roland and Patty,
the centre of which is also very lovely, but Bruges escaped the heavy bombing inflicted
upon Antwerp and remains one of the finest and best preserved of ancient cities in
Europe. I asked Ray about the distinctive architectural feature of so many of the old
buildings, the stepped gables, and he said that they are typically Dutch, as much so if
not more than the South African Dutch curved and scrolled gables. We ambled around
the crowded city rejoicing in it and then stopped to have a hot chocolate and waffle
before heading on to Calais, an unlovely ferry town. We bought our tickets in a matter
of minutes, sixty six Euros for the two of us and departed at 5.15pm (4.14pm English
time).
The ferries are huge and this one was only fairly crowded with the holidaying
hoi poloi at their very much less than attractive, with slot machines, shopping, booze

all available to them. We discovered an uncrowded restaurant area upstairs with a table
looking ahead and so we watched the white cliffs of England approach, lovely and
impressive, Dover being a much more attractive ferry town than Calais, whose beach
area is bleak and flat. Back once more in the land of our birth we were met by ecstatic
Max and Bella Diana’s ten and six year old grandchildren and Martha her daughter.
10 - 12 August 2013: The Vicarage: Boldre
We have now had our first few nights in the Vicarage which we love. It is far
better even than anticipated and the countryside around is very beautiful indeed. On
our first evening we took a trip in Martha’s car along tree tunnelled lanes to the
pleasing town of Lymington , a mere couple of miles or so away. Since then we have
walked there and back several times, for much of the way along the reedy river
Lymington, upon which swans glide and in which otters still sport.
The view from my study window as I conclude this travelogue is all green. We
are well secluded both from neighbours and the road by great oaks, hazels,
rhododendrons and brambles. There is a very large Bramley apple tree in the centre of
the lawn and it is covered with fruit. We love the great double-storeyed house and its
rather wild garden. Suffering from no pretensions to architectural beauty or
significance, it is nonetheless a pleasing and commodious dwelling and its setting
gladdens our hearts. We already plan to tame a patch at the back and to the side for
vegetable growing. It will have to be protected from roaming New Forest deer which
our neighbours tell us leap the highest of fences.
We have walked up the lovely lane to our ancient, eleventh century Church,
unusual for being set away from any village or buildings, all on its own in a well
tended graveyard. How amiable are they dwellings, thou Lord of Hosts.
Warmly and generously welcomed by parishioners and Neil our Benefice Vicar
we are happy in the haven where we would be.
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